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Dans cet article nous determinons le nombre minimum d’arcs assurant l’existence d’un circuit 
de longueur k ou de longueur sup&rieure ou &ale & k, dans un graphe orient6 antisvmktrique 
fortement conne7;e. 
at 
In this article we determine the minimum 
least k in a strong oriented graph. 
number of arcs guaranteeing a cycle of length 
In this article we determine the minimum number of arcs guaranteeing a cycle 
of length k or at least k in a strong oriented graph. The analogous problem for 
digraphs is solved in [S, 81. In the case of strong digraphs it is not completely 
solved, there are partial results in [2,S, 6). A survey on this subject can be found 
in 141. 
We use standard terminology but for the sake of clarity we repeut the most 
important definitions and notations. 
An oriented graph (also called antisymmdric &graph) consists of a set V(G) of 
vertices and a set E(c) of ordered pairs (called arcs) of distinct vertices with the 
anrisymmetric property: 
(x, y) E E(G) 3 (y, x) 6 E(G). 
The &graph consisting of the vertices x1, x2, . . . , al and the arcs (q, xi+&, 
1 s i s 1 - 1, is a path denoted by x: + x2 + l l l + xl. By adding the arc (x1, x1)_ 
we obtain a cycle of length 2 denoted by x1 3 x2 -+ l l l -+ xl + xl. All the 
subscripts of the vertices of a cycle of length 2 are written modulo 1. If C is the 
cycle x1 -+ x2 ---, l l l + xf 3 x1, we denote by C[x, -+ Xi] the induced path of C 
ng if for any two vertices x, y, G contains a path from x to y 
and a path from y to x. 
aph irxluced 
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If A c V(G), ‘we denote by 
T+(A)= U l-‘+(x), l-(A)= U T-(x), l-'(A)=k+(A)UT-(A). 
*GA XEA 
If H is an induced subdigraph of 6, we write P( ), r-(1% T(N), instead of 
r+( V(H)), r-t V(H)), U VU-N. 
Let G be a strong oriented graph with n vetiices, n 3 k, and more than 
S(n, k) = &n - 3) + k - 1 arcs. Then G contains a cycle of length k. 
r A theorem is best possible, since there e ted graphs with n 
vertices, Sin, k) arcs and no cycle of length hc. for n>ka5 and 
n=k#3thef 11 o owing oriented graph A(n, k) with vertex se! {x,, . . . , AT,,) and arc 
set: 
This oriented graph is strong, without cycle of length k and contains 8(n, k) E.rcs. 
of theorem is true for k=3. Indeed S(n,3)=$n(n-3)+2 
and we proved in [3] that a strong digraph with more thaE $n(n - 3) -t 2 arcs 
contains a cycle of length at most 3. 
We shall assume k a 4 in what follows and prove the theorem by induction on 
k, assuming it is true for every k’, 3 s k’s k - 1. 
Now for k fixed we make an induction on n. For k = n the theorem is true since 
S (n, n) = $;z (II - 1) - 1 and a 
k and n’when ksn’sn-1. 
Let G be a strong oriented graph with n vertices and no cycle of length k. We 
shall prove IE(G)I s a(n, k). 
If G contains no cycle of length k - 1, then by the induction hypothesis on k, 
we have IE(G)I d S(n, k - l)<S(n, k). So we can assume that G contains a cycle 
c: x 1 ---) x2 --) ” * ---, &_I -+ x1. 
Let N be a strong proper induced subdigraph of G containing C, and of 
urn order, say IZ - p. Either V(C) 5 V(H) and by induction hypothesis on n, 
s 6(n -p, k), or V(W) = V(C) and we have 
)i s&k - lJ(k - 2) = S(k - 1, k). 
Since is of maximcm order and G 
path y: -+ y2 - . l l - yp with y1 E l-‘+( 
) for 2+<p-1. 
We consider three cases. 
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( -~)~~-2)~~~~ 3(~-2)~~ =-2 
nce there is no cycle of length k, we have 
(C - N), H)\ = laxly,. yz), ti))~ 24 1r2 - 2 I- (k -- 1) and hence 
+ZXX 3: p = 1. Denote by y the vertex of G - H. We shall show that we have 
d(y)s II- 2. 
Otherwise d ( y ) = n - 1 and IE(y, C)l - k - 1. Since G contains no cycle of 
length k it implies y$ r”(C) n r-(C). Assume w.1.g. (q, y) E E(G) for every i, 
1 s i s k - 1. Since G is strong there exists a shortest path from y to C, 
y = Y, -+ Y2 + l l - * Y,, * 4, with yj$ ‘V(C), 1 c-, i 5 ~2, and Xi E Vi:C). Take HZ 
minimum with this prope~y, so (yr, yj)$ E(G). for every j, 2sj 6 yf~. 
If nr s k - 1, we get the cycle of length k: 
and if trz 2 k, we get the cycle v, + y2 --, 9 l 0 -+ yk -+ yI, since d(y) = TI - 1 and 
0. YkG fw). 
This contradiction proves d(y) =G n - 2. 
Then IE(G)J g 6(n - 1, k) + n - 2 == S(n, k) and the proof is complete. 
There exist strong oriented graphs other than A(n, k) with n vertices 
S(n, k) &cs and no cycle of length k. For example, the graph R(n, k -- 2) described 
below, for k 6 rt 62k -3 has these properties. 
One can easily see from the proof of T eorem 1 that for k 24, WC 
~~btained from a si ilar graph with n - 
pz - 2 without creating any cycle of 2. 
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arcs of the form (x,y) with TEXT, YEX,, lzS<jsk-2, all arcs (2,x) with 
x E Xi, 1 s i =S k - 3, and alI arcs (x, Z) with x E Xk__2. 
This oriented graph is strong and contains no cycle of length 3 k. Moreover, it 
has @(n, k) arcs where 
or 
@(I’, k) =&(n - l)-$-(h-l)(h-2)-~(k-2--r)ll$P-l) 
@h k) = 2(k 
1 
--[n*(k-3)+2n-k+‘-r(k-2-r)] - ,& 
This proves Theorem 2 below (announced on [7]) is best possible. 
2. Let G be (;I strong oriented graph with n vertices satisfying IE(G)I I= 
+(n, k). Then G contains a cycle of length I a k. 
roof. (The proof given here is different from that of [6] and folEows an idea of C. 
Thomassen .) 
Like Theorem 1, we prove it by induction on k and, for k fixed, by induction on 
n. 
The theorem is trivial for k = 3. For k g tz c 2k - 3, writing n = 2( k - 2) - r + 1 
with 0~ r< k -2, we found @(n, k) = $n(n - l)+ k -- 1- n = 6(n, k). Then by 
Theo2vem 1, Theorem 2 is true for n s 2 k - 3 
Assume n > 2k - 2 and IE( G)J > @(n, k). We consider two cases. 
C c.se I : G consists of two strong oriente cl graphs 
t er-t eri in common. 
Assume IV(G,)l c IV(G,)\ an: let IV(GJ = m + 1. 
sinct we have n 22k-2. We have 
G, w G2 with exactly one 
I%en I V(G,)I = n - uz 2 k 
IE(G,)I 2 IE(G)l -im(m+l)>@(n, k)-$n(m+l)a@(rr-m, k) 
and the theorem follows by induction. 
To prove the last inequality it suffices to prove that @(n, k ) - vt 2 @(n - 1, k) 
0~ as ma+ n ( - l), to prove that @(n, k)- $t - 1) 2 @(n - 1, k). But @(n - 1, k) 
is he number of arcs of R(n - 1, k - 2) which is rsbtained frlom R(n, k - 2) by 
deleting a vertex of minkitilii degree n 41. Thus @(a--l,k)=P(n, k)-h-h). 
i;ut, for k 2 4, we have n - h a&n - 13, so we get (n-l, k)<lp(n, k)-$(1-l). 
ase 2: Assume Case 1 does not occur. 
y a tedious ca8cu’ation (given in [6]), one (zan prove @(n, k) a 
can also be verified by an argument similar to khat in Case 1. 
esis, G contains a cycle C of length 2 k - 1. We can assu 
- R f 2 verl ices. 
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strong components. We say that a component F is a source, if every vertex of this 
component is not the end vertex of an arc with origin in another component. 
Similarly, a component is a sink if every vertex in it is not the origin of an a~ 
mponent. For every SOUI~ there exists an arc ending in this 
at a vertex of C since G is strong. Similarly, for every sink 
ginning in one of its vertices and ending ?t B i ;rtex of C. 
When we contract C in c, we can keep these arcs except if we have a component S 
which is both a source and a sink (in particular that is the case if G - C is strong) 
and if all the arcs of E(S, C?) end and begin at the same vertex of S. But then Gase 
1 would occur. 
To count the number of arcs of N we use the following well-known lemma (see 
e.g. [6],. 
emma. Let C be a cycle of maxinaurn length I in a strsng oriented graph. Therl for 
every vertex y$ V(C). we have ]Efy, C)] s I - 1. 
Thus I-I is obtained from C by deleting the arcs of rhe subdigraph induced by 
V(C) and for every vertex y$ V(C), at most L- - 3 arcs incident with y. Therefore 
(E(H)(s(E(G)I-~(k-l)(k-2)-(1~-kt-1)(~-3). 
To prove the theorem it suffices to prove that IE( !i)l> cP(rz - k + 2, k). Indeed by 
the induction hypothesis H will contain a cycle of length 3 k, and so with G. 
But @(n - k + 2, k) is the number of arcs of R(n - k +2, A -2) which can be 
seen as obtained from R(n, k - 2) by contracting any cycle C’ of length k - 1 into 
the vertex 2. In this case the subdigraph induced by C” is a tournament with 
$(k - l)(k - 2) arcs and each vertex y$ V{C’) is joined to (k - 2) vertices of C’. 
Therefore 
@(n-k+2,k)=@(n,k)-$(k-l)(k-2)-(n -k+l)(k-3). 
Since ]E(G)l> @(n, k), we get IE(H)I > @(RI - k + 2, k). 
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